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Abstract - Malware, short term for malicious software, is a
software which is developed to penetrate computers in a
network without the user’s permission or notification.
Malware is a common term for a variety type of malicious
software. In general, Malwares include Worm, Botnet, virus,
Trojan horse, Backdoor, Rootkit, Logic bomb, Rabbit and
Spyware. Despite many works that have been done in the
area of Malware, still there is not any distinct classification
which differentiates different kind of Malwares and explains
each of them thoroughly. In this paper, we define each of
them in detail and emphasize their differences. We also
conclude our studies in this area with providing a diagram
which gives a comprehensive overview about Malware.
Among the diverse forms of malware, botnet and worm are
the most widespread and serious threat which occur
commonly in today‘s cyber attacks. Therefore, we concentrate
more on them and their communication topologies.
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1

Introduction

Malware is a common term for all types of malicious
software, which in the area of computer security means:
“Software which is used with the intention of violating a
computer system’s security policy”. There are many other
definitions for Malware, but all of them have some area in
common in which Malware is malicious codes that has the
potential to harm the machine or network on which it executes.
[1]
The term “software” here is a broad area which malicious
software may use of executable code, scripts and etc. Actually
the machine that its security policy is violated is considered as
“target or victim” for malware. It is better we use the term
“originator” of the malware to signify the issue who initially
launched the malware with the intention of attacking one or
more targets. Depending on the kind of malware, the set of
targets may or may not be explicitly known to the originator.
Malwares include Worm, Botnet, virus, Trojan horse,
Backdoor, Rootkit, Logic bomb, Rabbit and Spyware.
Despite many works have been done in the area of Malware,
but still there is not any distinct classification which
differentiates different kind of Malware and explains each of
them carefully. In this paper, we try to define each of these
Malware carefully and provide a complete reference for those
researchers who want work in the area of Malware.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes Malwares in details; Section III describes our
Classification for Malwares. The paper concludes in Section IV.

2

Malwares

Malware is usually classify into a number of type, based on
the way in which it is introduced into the target system and the
sort of policy breach which it is intended to cause. The
traditional classification was introduced by Peter Denning in
the late 1980s [2, 3].

2.1

Worms

Worm is one of the malicious software which has
independent structure and distribute from one computer to
another by replicating automatically copies of itself via a
network, without the use of infected files or human action. It
means that worms have self-replication and self-contained
properties. Self-replication means that it has the ability to copy
itself and self-contained means that worm has the ability to
execute without the need to attach to another program. [4]
The points that distinguish worm from virus are: (i) Its
capability to replicate copies of itself automatically without
any human action, (ii) unlike a virus, worm does not need to
attach itself to an existing program. As an example, we can say
that when a worm installed in computer system, it could send
out thousands of its copies to everyone listed in computer
email address book.
Worm could have very harmful effect on systems in the
network, such as could consume too much system memory or
system processor (CPU) and cause many applications to stop
responding. [5,6] Worms may be based on executable code,
interpreted code, scripts, macros, etc.
A worm typically consists of three parts:
 Identifier: Code used to identify possible targets, i.e.
other hosts which it can try to infect.
 Transmitter: Code used to transfer the worm to the
targets.
 Payload: Code to be executed on the target. The
payload is optional, and it may or may not have a
damaging effect on the target.
2.1.1
Identifying the Targets
Identifying and searching the targets could be categorized
into two groups: (i) information found locally on the host
which worm installed (ii) Organized explore of the network.

Local information usually could be finding in configuration
files which contain addresses of other computers to be
contacted for different purposes. As an example, worms which
spread via e-mail look in personal e-mail address books or
search through text files which might contain e-mail addresses.
Organized searching of network is usually based on port
scanning to enable worms to discover the ports that are open
and can be contacted. The searching techniques for finding
open ports in the network produces characteristic network
activity and consequently man methods have been designed to
detect these activities and stop the spread of such worms.
2.1.2
Transmitting the Worm
As soon as appropriate possible targets have been
discovered, the worm will attempt to use its special
dissemination technique to send itself to these new hosts and
get its code executed on them. Actually each specific kind of
worm uses different method for its propagation in the network
but in general we can say that all worms have some common
characteristics for their propagation which we categorize into
four steps. (i) infect one system (ii) find additional systems in
the system that already infected to target and infect them. It
could use IP addresses or email addresses that exist in the
infected system (iii) target those additional systems that found
and try to transmit worm to them. Transmitting of worm could
happen via email, web clients, network file system and many
other ways. (iv) execution of malicious code on the infected
systems. It can be possible via user intervention, directly from
command-line, web clients and many other ways.
2.1.3
Payload
Worm itself is not dangerous because it is just a carrier and
move around. The payload of worm is the part which has
malicious program and could harm the computer systems in
the network. However there are some cases that worms
without payload still have malicious effects. A good example
of that was W32/Slammer worm which by spreading across
the network used lots of network resources and cause Denial
of service.
Some worms are just developed to evaluate how worms can
be distribute, or actually have a useful function. One of the
very first worms was developed at Xerox Palo Alto Research
Center in the early 1980s in order to distribute parts of large
calculations among workstations at which nobody was
currently working [7].
Worms with a malicious payload can have approximately
any consequences on the target hosts. Some well-known
examples are:
a) To abuse the targets in order to cause a Distributed
DoS attack on a selected system.
b) Website damage on the targets, which are chosen to
be web servers.
c) Installation of a keylogger to track the user’s input,
typically in order to gain passwords, credit card
numbers or other confidential information, and to

transmit these to a site chosen by the originator of the
worm.
d) Installation of a backdoor, providing the originator
with access to the target host.

2.2

Botnet

Nowadays, the most serious manifestation of advanced
malware is Botnet. To make distinction between Botnet and
other kinds of malware, we have to comprehend the concept of
Botnet. For a better understanding of Botnet, we have to know
two terms first, Bot and BotMaster and then we can properly
define Botnet.
Bot – Bot is actually short for robot which is also called as
Zombie. It is a new type of malware [8] installed into a
compromised computer which can be controlled remotely by
BotMaster for executing some orders through the received
commands. After the Bot code has been installed into the
compromised computers, the computer becomes a Bot or
Zombie [9]. Contrary to existing malware such as virus and
worm which their main activities focus on attacking the
infecting host, bots can receive commands from BotMaster
and are used in distributed attack platform.
BotMaster – BotMaster is also known as BotHerder, is a
person or a group of person which control remote Bots.
Botnets- Botnets are networks consisting of large number of
Bots. Botnets are created by the BotMaster to setup a private
communication infrastructure which can be used for malicious
activities such as Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS),
sending large amount of SPAM or phishing mails, and other
nefarious purpose [10, 11, 12]. Bots infect a person’s
computer in many ways.
Bots usually disseminate themselves across the Internet by
looking for vulnerable and unprotected computers to infect.
When they find an unprotected computer, they infect it and
then send a report to the BotMaster. The Bot stay hidden until
they are announced by their BotMaster to perform an attack or
task. Other ways in which attackers use to infect a computer in
the Internet with Bot include sending email and using
malicious websites, but common way is searching the Internet
to look for vulnerable and unprotected computers [13]. Based
on our understanding, we could say that the activities
associated with Botnet can be classified into three parts: (1)
Searching – searching for vulnerable and unprotected
computers. (2) Dissemination – the Bot code is distributed to
the computers (targets), so the targets become Bots. (3) signon – the Bots connect to BotMaster and become ready to
receive command and control traffic.
The main difference between Botnet and other kind of
malwares is the existence of Command-and-Control (C&C)
infrastructure. The C&C allows Bots to receive commands and
malicious capabilities, as devoted by BotMaster.
BotMaster must ensure that their C&C infrastructure is
sufficiently robust to manage thousands of distributed Bots
across the globe, as well as resisting any attempts to shutdown
the Botnets. However, detection and mitigation techniques
against Botnets have been increased [14, 15, 16, 17, 18].

Recently, attackers are also continually improving their
approaches to protect their Botnets. The first generation of
Botnets utilized the IRC (Internet Relay Chat) channels as
their Common-and-Control (C&C) centers. The centralized
C&C mechanism of such Botnet has made them vulnerable to
being detected and disabled. Therefore, new generation of
Botnet which can hide their C&C communication have
emerged, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) based Botnets. The P2P Botnets
do not suffer from a single point of failure, because they do
not have centralized C&C servers [19]. Attackers have
accordingly developed a range of strategies and techniques to
protect their C&C infrastructure. Therefore, considering the
C&C function gives better understanding of Botnet and help
defenders to design proper detection or mitigation techniques.
According to the C&C channel we categorize Botnets into two
different topologies: a) Centralized; b) Decentralized.
2.2.1.1
Centralized Model
The oldest type of topology is the centralized model. In this
model, one central point is responsible for exchanging
commands and data between the BotMaster and Bots. Many
well-known Bots, such as AgoBot, SDBot, Zotob and RBot
used this model. In this model, BotMaster chooses a host
(usually high bandwidth computer) to be the central point
(Command-and-Control) server of all the Bots. The C&C
server runs certain network services such as IRC or HTTP.
The main advantage of this model is small message latency
which cause BotMaster easily arranges Botnet and launch
attacks.
Since all connections happen through the C&C server,
therefore, the C&C is a critical point in this model. In other
words, C&C server is the weak point in this model. If
somebody manages to discover and eliminates the C&C
server, the entire Botnet will be worthless and ineffective.
Thus, it becomes the main drawback of this model. A lot of
modern centralized Botnets employed a list of IP addresses of
alternative C&C servers, which will be used in case a C&C
server discovered and has been taken offline.
Since IRC and HTTP are two common protocols that C&C
server uses for communication, we consider Botnets in this
model based on IRC and HTTP. Figure 1 shows the basic
communication architecture for a Centralized model. There
are two central points that forward commands and data
between the BotMaster and his Bots.

2.2.1.1.1
Botnets based on IRC
The IRC is a form of real-time Internet text messaging or
synchronous conferencing [20]. The protocol is based on the
Client-Server model, which can be used on many computers in
distributed networks. Some advantages which made IRC
protocol widely being used in remote communication for
Botnets are: (i) low latency communication; (ii) anonymous
real-time communication; (iii) ability of Group (many-tomany) and Private (one-to-one) communication; (iv) simple to
setup and (v) simple commands.

Figure 1. Command and control architecture of a Centralized model

The basic commands are connect to servers, join channels and
post messages in the channels; (vi) very flexibility in
communication. Therefore IRC protocol, as shown in Figure 2
is still the most popular protocol being used in Botnet
communication [12].

Figure 2. IRC based Botnet

2.2.1.1.2
Botnet based on HTTP
HTTP protocol is another popular protocol used by Botnets.
Since IRC protocol within Botnets became well-known, more
internet security researchers gave attention to monitoring IRC
traffic to detect Botnet. Consequently, attackers started to use
HTTP protocol as a Command-and-Control communication
channel to make Botnets become more difficult to detect. The
main advantage of using the HTTP protocol is hiding Botnets
traffics in normal web traffics, so it can easily bypasses
firewalls with port-based filtering mechanisms and avoid IDS
detection. Usually firewalls block incoming/outgoing traffic to
unwanted ports, which often include the IRC port. There are

some known Bots using the HTTP protocol, such as Bobax
[21], ClickBot [22] and Rustock [23].
2.2.1.2
Decentralized
Due to major disadvantage of Centralized model– Central
Command-and-Control(C&C)–attackers started to build
alternative Botnet communication system that is much harder
to discover and to destroy. Hence, they decided to find a
model in which the communication system does not heavily
depending on few selected servers and even discovering and
destroying a number of Bots.
As a result, attackers exploit the idea of Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
communication as a Command-and-Control (C&C) pattern
which is more resilient to failure in the network. The P2P
based C&C model will be used dramatically in Botnets in the
near future, and definitely Botnets that use P2P based C&C
model impose much bigger challenge for defense of networks.
Since P2P based communication is more robust than
Centralized C&C communication, more Botnets will move to
use P2P protocol for their communication.
In the P2P model, as shown in Fig. 3, there is no
Centralized point for communication. Each Bot keeps some
connections to the other Bots of the Botnet. Bots act as both
Clients and servers. A new Bot must know some addresses of
the Botnet to connect there. If Bots in the Botnet are taken
offline, the Botnet can still continue to operate under the
control of BotMaster.

Figure 3.

Example of Peer-to-peer Botnet Architecture

The first known Botnet which utilized P2P model was
Slapper worm that appeared in 2003[24]. Other famous P2P
Botnets include Sinit [25], Phatbot [26], Nugache in 2005[27],
Spamthru in 2006 [28] and Storm worm in 2007.
P2P Botnets aim at removing or hiding the central point of
failure which is the main weakness and vulnerability of
Centralized model.
Some P2P Botnets operate to a certain extent decentralized
and some completely decentralized. Those Botnets that are
completely decentralized allow a BotMaster to inject a

command into any Bots, and have it either be broadcasted to a
specified node. Since P2P Botnets usually allow commands to
be injected at any node in the network, the authentication of
commands become essential to prevent other nodes from
injecting incorrect commands.

2.3

Virus

Virus is a computer program which transmits from one
computer to another computer by attaching itself to another
program. The program that the virus attaches itself to is one of
the victim’s programs or files. [29] There are many different
way for transmitting virus to other computers such as by
sending infected file as an email attachment or by embedding
copies of infected files into removable medium such as a CD,
DVD or USB drive. Viruses can increase their chances of
spreading to other computers by infecting files on a network
file system or a file system that is accessed by another
computer.[30,31] One of the crucial differences between virus
and worm is capability of worm for automatically spreading
itself to other computers in the network by exploiting
computer’s security vulnerabilities.
A virus usually consists of two parts: (i) Insertion code (ii)
Payload
 Insertion code: this is a code which is responsible to
insert a copy of the virus into other files on the
infected computer. This part is obligatory for all kind
viruses.
 Payload: this is a code which is responsible for
malicious activities that virus may perform. This part
is completely optional and just relies on the purpose
of designing virus. The payload of virus could range
from the virus that overwrites or deleted files on the
system such as overwriting the Flash Bios of system
or overwriting special media file types to a new type
of virus that is not designing for damaging files on
the system, but allowing backdoor access to the
system for stealing sensitive information such as
passwords.
There are some policies which designers have to take into
consideration for efficient designing virus. Since designing
efficient antivirus is also relies on understanding of these
policies, we are categorizing these policies into four main
groups which are:
a) Transmitting policy: the conditions that have to be
provided for spreading virus. It usually depends on
which part of computer has to be infected. As an
example, virus tries to infect computer’s boot
program.
b) Infection policy: it relies on the files that have to be
chosen from targeted computer to be infected. As an
example, some virus are rely on the use of macros,
therefore; infection policy is based on finding files in
victim computers which support these macros.
c) Code insertion policy: the regulations for inserting
code into targeted files. Therefore, good nderstanding

of files layout which contain executable programs is
needed. The simplest policy is to insert the code at
the beginning or end of the files.
d) Execution policy: the policy that is used for executing
virus and its infected code in victim computer.

2.4

Rootkit

A Rootkit is an automated software package which can be
used by hacker to mask intrusion and to gain administrative
(“root”) privileges on a computer or computer network. In
other way, we can say that Rootkit is a collection of tools for
several purpose, such as gathering information about the
system and its environment by using network sniffers,
providing a backdoor into the system which enable hacker to
gain access to system at some later time, mask the fact that
system has been compromised and many other similar
purposes. Rootkit usually install a handler which can remove
the audit records and other records of the rootkit. [32]
The main point that we have to take into consideration is
that the purpose of Rootkit is not to get access to victim
computer, but to preserve existing access by hiding its
malicious resources and other techniques which can be used. It
means that other malware such as worms and Trojans are
utilizing Rootkit to hide their presence in victim computer in
order stay longer.
The main malicious activities that Rootkit can do are:
 Provide unauthorized access to victim computer
 Mask malicious resources( e.g. processes, files, open
ports, registry keys)
 Clean logs of the victim computer system which make
the trace of hacker much complicated
In general, we can classify Rootkit into two groups which are:
(i) user mode Rootkit and (ii) kernel mode Rootkit
 User mode Rootkit: in this mode Rootkit substitute
certain system files which are used to extract
information from the system. It means that Rootkit in
this mode needs a variety of binaries to be
manipulated. Today’s common rootkit usually run in
user mode.
 Kernel mode Rootkit: in this mode Rootkit place the
malicious code inside the kernel by altering the
kernel.

2.5

Trojan horse

Trojan horse is malicious software that can be hiding in a
victim computer. In contrast to worm and virus, Trojans do
not have their own on-board replication and spreading
capability. Therefore, maybe it is better we say Trojan horse is
a virus which cannot be replicated. There are many ways for
infecting victim computers by Trojans such as downloading
from a remote site, but recently Trojans use worm and virus
for penetrating into victim computers.
There is special kind of Trojan which can be controlled
remotely and receive commands from attackers. This

capability of Trojan makes it similar to bot. However, the
main difference between remote-access Trojan program and
botnet is that botnet is a group of compromised computers
which can be controlled remotely under a same command-andcontrol mechanism.
Trojans similar to worms can have approximately any
consequence on the target hosts. Some well-known examples
are:
a) To delete processes or files which are belonging to
critical applications.
b) To modify the host files which can redirect access to
security update site to another site containing
malicious code or even blocking such access.
c) To steal confidential information from the infected
computers.
d) To open ports on the infected computers. This can be
done remotely by hacker or by Trojan code itself.
We categorize Trojan horse into two main groups: (i) General
Trojan (ii) Remote-Access Trojan
 General Trojans: this type of Trojans has wide range of
malicious activities. They can threaten data integrity
of victim machines. They can redirect victim
machines to a particular web site by replacing system
files that contain URLs. They can install several
malicious software on victim computers. They can
even track user activities, save those information and
then send it to attacker.
 Remote-Access Trojans: we can claim that they are the
most dangerous type of Trojan. They have special
capability which enable attacker to remotely control
victim machine via a LAN or Internet. This type of
Trojan can be instructed by attacker for malicious
activities such as harvesting confidential information
from the victim machine.

2.6

Backdoor

Malware which is installed by attackers who have
compromised a system to allow them to get access to the
victim computer without going through any normal
authentication and login procedures. It means that backdoor
facilitate attackers subsequent return to the compromised
system. [33]
Actually backdoors are the most widespread type of
Trojans which can be categorized in the group of Remoteaccess Trojans. Therefore, we can conclude that backdoor also
has the ability to remotely be controlled via a LAN or internet.
Backdoors are used by attacker for many purposes such as
stealing confidential information, executing malicious code,
deleting data, rebooting the victim machine and more
importantly can include the machine in Botnet.

Figure 4. Classification of Malwares

2.7

Logic bomb

A logic bomb, also called slag code, is programming code
which lies inactive until a particular piece of program logic or
specific event activates it. There are some common activators
which are the arrival of a specific date or time, certain
message from the programmer, creation or deletion of some
specific information and even can be activated when
something does not happen. Actually logic bomb cannot
replicate itself. It means that a logic bomb just infect intended
victims.
Logic bomb can be used in many areas but the classic use
for it is to guarantee payment for software or makes free
software trials possible for a period of time. It means that if
payment did not make by a specific date or the period of time
has been passed, the logic bomb can be activated and takes
proper measures such as software automatically delete itself or
even the logic bomb delete certain information on the system.
Viruses, worms and even Trojans can contain logic bombs that
execute a special payload when some certain condition is met.

2.8

Rabbit

Rabbit, also called Bacteria, is a malicious code that mainly
designed to use up large amounts of system resources such as
message buffers and file space by creating many instances of
itself or run many times simultaneously. Similar to logic
bombs and unlike worms, Rabbit do not necessarily spread
over the network.

2.9

Spyware

It is a software program which penetrates to the victim
machines and secretly without permission of the user sends
personal information to the third party. [34] The information
that Spyware can steal and sends to the third party usually are
user ID and password, crucial documents and key strokes of
the user.

3

Classification

As we mentioned earlier, there is not any clear definition
and classification for different kind of malwares. In this part,
we classify Malwares based on two important characteristics
of Malwares which are (i) dependency (ii) replication.
The group of Malwares which needs victim’s host program
to execute is classified as dependent malwares and the group
which does not need victim’s host program to execute their
code is classified as independent Malwares, as shown in
Figure 4.
The group of Malwares which has the ability to replicate in
the network are classified as Can replicate Malwares and the
rest of them are in Cannot replicate group.

4

Conclusions

Malware is malicious software which developed to penetrate
computers in a network without the permission or notification
of users. In this paper, we proposed an inclusive classification
of malware and tried to investigate the operation and
distribution principles of them. Because the most serious
threat which occurs commonly in today’s cyber attacks are

Botnets and worms, we tried to concentrate more on them and
their communication topologies.
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Malware, or â€œmalicious software,â€ is an umbrella term that describes any malicious program or code that is harmful to systems.
Hostile, intrusive, and intentionally nasty, malware seeks to invade, damage, or disable computers, computer systems, networks,
tablets, and mobile devices, often by taking partial control over a deviceâ€™s operations. Like the human flu, it interferes with normal
functioning. Malware is all about making money off you illicitly. Although malware cannot damage the physical hardware of systems or
network equipment (with one known exceptionâ€”see the Google Android section be Malicious code is an application security threat that
cannot be efficiently controlled by conventional antivirus software alone. Malicious code describes a broad category of system security
terms that includes attack scripts, viruses, worms, Trojan horses, backdoors and malicious active content. Malicious code can take the
form of: Java Applets. ActiveX Controls. Malicious software coded with the intent of causing harm to a user, a system, or a network is
nothing new, but whatâ€™s scary is its continuing evolution into new and invisible forms of threats. To combat cyber threats in an
enterprise, you need a solid foundation of important topics like what malware is, how it spreads, and all its variants that lurk out there in
the wild. This brief guide covers all the basics you need to know about the malicious program. Table of Contents. What is Malware?Â
Malware definition is simply a malicious code. It is a software that is developed with malicious intent, or whose effect is malicious. While
the effects of such computer viruses often are harmful to users, they are devastating for companies. Malware is shorthand for malicious
software. It is software developed by cyber attackers with the intention of gaining access or causing damage to a computer or network,
often while the victim remains oblivious to the fact there's been a compromise. A common alternative description of malware is
'computer virus' -- although there are big differences between these types of malicious programs. What was the first computer virus?
The origin of the first computer virus is hotly debated. PDF | Malware, short term for malicious software, is a software which is developed
to penetrate computers in a network without the userâ€™s permission or | Find, read and cite all the research you need on
ResearchGate.Â We also conclude our studies in this area with providing a diagram which gives a comprehensive overview about
Malware. Among the diverse forms of malware, botnet and worm are the most widespread and serious threat which occur commonly in
todayâ€˜s cyber attacks. Therefore, we concentrate more on them and their communication topologies.

